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KEEP YOUR GRAVEL DRIVEWAY LOOKING ITS BEST

Whether you’re new to gravel driveways or a seasoned lover of this traditional look, 
regular care and maintenance is key to keeping your driveway in great condition 
for years to come. 

The level of care is often minimal but depends upon the type of driveway and your 
driving patterns. Hilly, curvy or circular drives often require a bit more attention 
to smooth out divots and keep the gravel in position. Good edging along your 
driveway or decorative gravel beds, typically a stone block curbing or metal border, 
can help contain the stone and prevent it from entering your yard. 
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MAINTENANCE TIPS
• Consider topping off your gravel annually, particularly after a hard winter to fill in any light spots.

• Before signing on with a snow plow service, confirm the driver has experience with gravel driveways.

• Keep a metal rake on hand to smooth the gravel and prevent erosion. 

• Design your gravel driveway or bed to keep weeds out with a sturdy base and proper depth. We typically recommend 2” for driveways.

WHY PURCHASE FROM GAULT STONE & LANDSCAPE SUPPLIES
If you’ve inherited a gravel driveway from a past owner or it’s time to replenish, a member of our Gault Stone team is here to help. 

Our gravel services include calculating the amount of gravel needed, the type of stone, and whether your property is set up to receive a tailgate 
spread delivery. Compared to a regular drop delivery, if your driveway meets our tailgate spread checklist, our drivers will distribute gravel out of the 
back of the truck while moving forward and using the chained tailgate to slow the flow of the stone. Gault Stone is one of the few gravel providers in 
the state to offer this service. 

View a tailgate spread on our website at GaultStone.com/Gravel.

LEARN MORE
If you’re interested in our selection of gravel or gravel related services, please contact us at 203.227.5181 or visit GaultStone.com/Gravel.


